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Abstract
This paper presents a full duplex radio design using signal inversion
and adaptive cancellation. Signal inversion uses a simple design
based on a balanced/unbalanced (Balun) transformer. This new design, unlike prior work, supports wideband and high power systems. In theory, this new design has no limitation on bandwidth or
power. In practice, using a channel sounder, we find that the signal
inversion technique alone can cancel at least 45dB across a 40MHz
bandwidth. Further, combining signal inversion cancellation with
cancellation in the digital domain can reduce self-interference by
up to 73dB for a 10MHz OFDM signal.
This paper also presents a full duplex medium access control
(MAC) design and evaluates it using a testbed of 5 prototype full
duplex nodes. Full duplex reduces packet losses due to hidden terminals by up to 88%. Full duplex also mitigates unfair channel
allocation in AP-based networks, increasing fairness from 0.85 to
0.98 while improving downlink throughput by 110% and uplink
throughput by 15%. These experimental results show that a redesign of the wireless network stack to exploit full duplex capability can result in significant improvements in network performance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and Design—Wireless communication

General Terms
Design, Performance, Reliability

Keywords
Full-duplex wireless

1.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless radios today are generally half duplex. On a single
channel, they can either transmit or receive, but not both simultaneously. The inability to do both simultaneously is the root of many
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of the open problems in wireless today, such as media access control and bitrate adaptation. A full duplex radio has the potential to
completely reconsider how we design and build wireless networks.
The possible benefits of full duplex wireless have recently led
researchers to explore how one might build such a device [4]. The
basic challenge is reducing self interference. If a node cannot hear
its own signal, then its own transmissions will not interfere with
other packets: it can simultaneously transmit and receive.
Well known digital and analog techniques, even when combined
together, are not sufficient to cancel self-interference sufficiently
for full duplex [4]. Analog cancellation techniques typically use
noise canceling chips to subtract the self transmission signal (the
“noise”) from the received signal [12]. Digital cancellation, used
in CSMA/CN, optical networks and proposals for full duplex operation, subtracts self-interference in the digital domain, after the
receiver has converted the baseband signal to digital samples [14,
6, 3].
Motivated by these limitations, recent work has explored antenna
placement as an additional cancellation technique. Antenna separation uses the fact that the distance between the transmit and receive
antennas naturally reduces self-interference due to signal attenuation [5]. However, we would need impractically large distances
between the TX and RX antennas to obtain enough reduction to
make full duplex possible with only antenna separation. To further
cancel self-interference, Choi et al. propose an additional technique, called antenna cancellation [4]. Antenna cancellation, when
combined with the other mechanisms, allows full duplex operation:
Choi et al. evaluate working 802.15.4 (1mW) full duplex prototypes which are close to (within 8%) an ideal full duplex system.
Although promising, antenna cancellation-based designs have
three major limitations. The first is that they require three antennas:
two transmit, and one receive. Full duplex doubles throughput, but
with three antennas a MIMO system can triple throughput, so from
a raw performance standpoint antenna cancellation is unattractive.
Furthermore, having two transmit antennas creates slight null regions of destructive interference in the far field. The second limitation is a “bandwidth constraint,” a theoretical limit which prevents supporting wideband signals such as WiFi. Finally, Choi et
al.’s design introduces a third, practical limitation: it requires manual tuning. While manual tuning is sufficient for lab experiments
demonstrating a proof of concept, it leaves open the question of
whether it is possible to build a full duplex system that can automatically adapt to realistic environments.
The first contribution of this paper is a full duplex radio design
that addresses all three limitations. It proposes a novel form of can-
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Figure 1: Simplified block diagram of an RF Receiver

cellation, balun cancellation, that uses signal inversion, through
a balun (balanced/unbalanced) circuit. Balun cancellation has no
bandwidth constraint: it can in theory support arbitrary bandwidths
and cancel arbitrarily high transmit powers. Balun cancellation requires only two antennas, one transmit and one receive. Furthermore, this paper presents a tuning algorithm that allows a balunbased radio design to quickly, accurately, and automatically adapt
the full duplex circuitry to cancel the primary self-interference component.
The second contribution is the implementation and evaluation of
the balun cancellation design as well as a full duplex MAC protocol. It explores how and where practice differs from theory, examining the engineering challenges that arise in making full duplex
practical. For example, while a balun can in theory provide perfect
cancellation, this assumes that the balun has a flat frequency response: if not flat, the inverted signal might differ slightly from the
transmitted signal. These results indicate possible future challenges
in large scale full duplex radio production.
We evaluate the design in two ways. The first is using a tightly
controlled channel sounder1 to demonstrate the limits of the existing circuitry at the physical layer. We find that well-tuned balun
cancellation circuit built from commodity components can cancel
over 45dB across a 40MHz bandwidth. Combined with digital
cancellation, this allows a full duplex radio to cancel up to 73dB
of self-interference: consequently full duplex 802.11n devices are
possible with a reasonable separation between TX and RX antennas. The second evaluation uses a 5-node WARP software radio
testbed to quantify the link-layer benefits of a full duplex MAC
layer based on the Contraflow design [13].

2.

RADIO DESIGN AND FULL DUPLEX

This section provides background on the basics of radio design
as well as full duplex. It explains the basic challenges in building
a full duplex radio, the existing techniques for doing so, and the
limitations of those techniques.

2.1

Radio Design

Figure 1 shows the basic design of a modern radio receiver. We
walk through these details because the underlying data representations determine how and when a full duplex radio can cancel signals. We use channel 1 of 802.11b as a running example to ground
the concepts in concrete numbers.
A wireless signal occupies a bandwidth, a range of frequencies. 802.11b channels, for example, are 22MHz wide. Channel 1 of 802.11b is centered at 2.412GHz: it spans 2.401GHz to
2.423GHz. The signal transmitted and received at this frequency
range is called the RF (Radio Frequency) signal. Because digitally
sampling a 2.4GHz signal would require very high speed sampling
at the Nyquist frequency of 4.8GHz, radios downconvert a RF signal to a baseband signal centered around 0Hz. The baseband signal
1

These channel sounders are wideband (∼240MHz) radios used
for RF profiling, programmed to generate a single wideband pilot
pattern for measuring the channel.
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three cancellation techniques.

of 802.11b channel 1 occupies -11 to 11 MHz. Downconverting allows the radio to use a much lower speed analog to digital converter
(ADC): the 22MHz baseband signal needs an ADC operating at or
slightly above the Nyquist rate of 44 MHz. Commodity WiFi cards
typically use 8-bit samples, though some software radios can provide 12 bit resolution.
To transmit a packet, a radio generates digital samples for the
desired waveform, converts them to a baseband signal with a digital
to analog converter (DAC) and upconverts the baseband to RF. To
receive a packet, a radio downconverts an RF signal to a baseband
signal, then samples the baseband with an ADC to generate digital
samples.

2.2

Cancellation

The goal of a full duplex radio is to transmit and receive simultaneously. The problem is that a node hears not only the signal it
wants to receive, but also the signal it is transmitting. By canceling this self-interference from what it receives, a full duplex node
can in theory decode a received signal. This cancellation is hard,
however, because the self-interference can be millions to billions
of times stronger (60-90 dB) than a received signal. For example, a
radio with a transmit power of 0dBm and a noise floor of approximately -90dBm needs to cancel nearly 95dB of self-interference to
ensure that its own transmissions do not disrupt reception.
There are existing digital and analog techniques to cancel interference. Digital cancellation operates on digital samples. If a full
duplex radio has a good estimate of the phase and amplitude of its
transmitted signal at the receive antenna, it can generate the digital samples for its transmitted signal and subtract them from its
received samples. Digital cancellation, while helpful, is by itself
insufficient: current systems in the research literature cancel up to
20-25 dB [8, 7]. The limitation is that ADCs have a limited dynamic range: since self-interference is extremely strong, an ADC
can quantize away the received signal, making it unrecoverable after digital sampling.
Analog cancellation uses knowledge of the transmission to cancel self-interference in the RF signal, before it is digitized. One
approach to analog cancellation uses a second transmit chain to
create an analog cancellation signal from a digital estimate of the
self-interference [5], canceling ≈33dB of self-interference over a
625kHz bandwidth signal. Another approach uses techniques similar to noise-canceling headphones [12]. The self-interference signal is the “noise” which a circuit – the QHx220 chip [11] – subtracts from the received signal. The QHx220 can cancel 20-25 dB
for a 10MHz bandwidth signal but it introduces numerous complications, such as non-linearities and distortions, which complicate digital cancellation significantly. We examine these limitations
more deeply in Section 5.1, but the overall result is that this approach cannot provide more than 25 dB of cancellation and cannot

RX

be combined with digital cancellation: it is therefore insufficient
for full duplex.

2.3

Full Duplex

Motivated by the above limitations, recent work has proposed
antenna placement techniques [4, 5]. The state of the art in full duplex operates on narrowband 5MHz signals with a transmit power
of 0dBm (1mW) [4]. The design achieves this result by augmenting
the digital and analog cancellation schemes described above with a
novel form of cancellation called “antenna” cancellation. Figure 2
shows a block diagram of this design. The separation between
the receive and transmit antennas attenuates the self-interference
signal [5], but this antenna separation is not enough. The key
idea behind antenna cancellation is to use a second transmit antenna and place it such that the two transmit signals interfere destructively at the receive antenna. It achieves this by having onehalf wavelength distance offset between the two transmit antennas. The resulting destructive interference cancels 20-30dB of selfinterference. Combined with the analog and digital cancellation described above, the design is able to cancel 50-60dB of self-interference,
which is sufficient to operate a full duplex 802.15.4 radio.
This design, while a breakthrough, has both fundamental and
practical limitations. The first limitation is fundamental and relates to the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. Antenna cancellation ensures that only the signal at the center frequency is perfectly inverted in phase at the receive antenna and thus cancelled
fully. However, as a signal moves further away from the center
frequency, the phase offset of two versions from the transmit antennas shifts away from perfect inversion and so the two do not
cancel completely. Correspondingly, antenna cancellation performance degrades as the bandwidth of the signal to cancel increases.
In practice, this means antenna cancellation cannot cancel an
802.11b signal by more than 30dB: Choi et al. note that it may be
just barely possible to build a full duplex 802.11b node [4]. Widening the signal to 40MHz (e.g., 802.11n) precludes full duplex at
WiFi transmit powers.
Furthermore, as the cancellation is highly frequency selective,
modulation approaches such as OFDM which break a bandwidth
into many smaller parallel channels will perform even more poorly.
Due to frequency selectivity, different subcarriers will experience
drastically different self-interference. Hence cancellation suffers
for wideband OFDM systems that do not adapt on a per subcarrier basis. As WiFi and other wireless technologies move towards
OFDM (802.11n and 802.11g use it) due to its technical advantages, antenna cancellation will encounter serious challenges.
Antenna cancellation’s second limitation is requiring three antennas. Full duplex at most doubles throughput. But with three
antennas, a 3x3 MIMO array can theoretically triple throughput.
This comparison suggests it may be better to just use MIMO and
sacrifice some portion of the available capacity for other useful link
layer primitives such as RTS/CTS. Furthermore, having two transmit antennas creates slight null regions of destructive interference
in the far field.
The third limitation relates to the details of Choi et al.’s design.
The full duplex radio requires manually tuning the phase and amplitude of the second transmit antenna to maximize cancellation at
the receive antenna. While manual tuning is sufficient for a lab
proof-of-concept, it is an open question whether it is technically
feasible to design a circuit that automatically tunes itself in a dynamic environment.

3.

DESIGN
In this section we describe the design of a full duplex system
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Figure 3: Block diagram of full duplex system. The ideal cancellation setup uses passive, high precision components for attenuation and delay adjustment.

radio that requires only 2 antennas and RF frontends, has no bandwidth constraint, and automatically tunes its self-interference cancellation in response to changing channel conditions.

3.1

Eliminating the Bandwidth Constraint

The design is based on a simple observation: any radio that
inverts a signal through adjusting phase will always encounter a
bandwidth constraint that bounds its maximum cancellation. To
cancel beyond this bound, a radio needs to obtain the perfect inverse of a signal, i.e., a signal which is the perfect negative of the
transmitted signal at all instants. Combining this inverse with the
transmitted signal can in theory completely cancel self-interference.
All a radio needs is to invert a signal without adjusting its phase.
Luckily, there is a component that does exactly that: a balanced/unbalanced (balun) transformer. Baluns are a common component in
RF, audio and video circuits for converting back and forth between
single-ended signals – single-wire signals with a common ground
– and differential signals – two-wire signals with opposite polarity.
For example, converting a single-ended signal on a co-axial cable
to a differential signal for transmission on a twisted pair cable (such
as Ethernet), or vice-versa, uses a balun to take the signal as input
and output the signal and its inverse.
The key insight of this paper is that one can use a balun in a
completely new way, to obtain the inverse of a self-interference
signal and use the inverted signal to cancel the interference. Figure 3 shows a 2-antenna full duplex radio design that uses a balun.
The transmit antenna transmits the positive signal. To cancel selfinterference, the radio combines the negative signal with its received signal after adjusting the delay and attenuation of the negative signal to match the self-interference.
We call this technique balun passive cancellation since we ideally use high precision passive components to realize the variable
attenuation and delay in the cancellation path. While balun cancellation can in theory cancel perfectly, there are of course practical
limitations. For example, the transmitted signal on the air experiences attenuation and delay. To obtain perfect cancellation the
radio must apply identical attenuation and delay to the inverted signal before combining it, which may be hard to achieve in practice.
Moreover, the balun may have engineering imperfections, such as
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leakage or a non-flat frequency response. The rest of this section
examines these practical concerns and how to solve them.

3.2

Balun Benefits

To understand the practical benefits and limitations of inverting
a signal with a balun, compared to inverting it with a phase offset,
we conduct a tightly controlled RF experiment. Figure 4 shows
the experimental setup. We program a signal generator to generate
a wideband 240MHz chirp with a center frequency of 2.45GHz.
This signal goes over two wires. The first wire is an ideal selfinterference path and has a 20dB attenuator representing the antenna separation. The second wire goes through a cancellation path,
consisting of a variable attenuator and variable delay element that
can be controlled to modify the cancellation path signal to match
the self-interference. The combination of the two signals feeds into
a signal receiver. The variable delay line and attenuator in this experiment are manually tunable passive devices which allow for a
high degree of precision.
We simulate antenna cancellation by making the cancellation
path one half of a wavelength longer than the self-interference path.
An RF combiner adds the two signals on the received side to measure the canceled signal. The balun setup, on the other hand, uses a
balun to split the transmit signal, and uses wires of the same length
for the self-interference and cancellation paths. In both cases, the
passive delay line and attenuator provide fine-grained control to
match phase and amplitude for the interference and cancellation
paths to maximize cancellation.
Figure 5 shows the results. Using a phase-offset signal cancels well over a narrow bandwidth, but is very limited in canceling
wideband signals. Phase offset cancellation can cancel 50dB for a
5MHz signal, but only provide 25dB of cancellation for a 100MHz
signal. In comparison, the balun based circuit provides a good degree of cancellation over a much wider bandwidth. For example,

balun based cancellation would provide 52dB of cancellation for a
5MHz signal and 40dB of cancellation for a 100MHz signal.
Balun cancellation is not perfect across the entire band. The key
reason is that the balun circuit is not frequency flat, i.e., different
parts of the band are inverted with different amplitudes. Consequently applying a single attenuation and delay factor to the inverted signal will not cancel the transmitted signal perfectly: this
is a simple instance of real-world engineering tolerances limiting
theory. Based on Figure 5, we can obtain the best possible cancellation with balun and phase-offset cancellation for a given signal
bandwidth. Figure 6 shows the best cancellation achieved using
each method for signals of varying bandwidths.

3.3

Auto-tuning

The results in Figure 6 show that, if the phase and amplitude of
the inverted signal are set correctly, balun cancellation can have
impressive results across a wide bandwidth. This raises a simple follow-on question. Is it possible to automatically adjust the
phase and amplitude, thereby self-tuning cancellation in response
to channel changes? In this section we describe an algorithm that
can accurately and quickly self-tune a cancellation circuit.
The basic approach is to estimate the attenuation and delay of the
self-interference signal and match the inverse signal appropriately.
Ideally, the auto-tuning algorithm would adjust the attenuation and
delay such that the residual energy after balun cancellation would
be minimized (assuming no other signal is being received on the
RX antenna). Let g and τ be the variable attenuation and delay
factors respectively, and s(t) be the signal received at the input of
the programmable delay and attenuation circuit. The delay over
the air (wireless channel) relative to the programmable delay is τa .
The attenuation over the wireless channel is ga . The energy of the

Figure 8: RSSI of the residual signal after balun cancellation
as we vary gi and gq in the QHx220. Note the deep null at the
optimal point.
residual signal after balun cancellation is:
Z
E=
(ga s(t − τa ) − gs(t − τ ))2 dt

(1)

To

where To is the baseband symbol duration. The goal of the algorithm is to adjust the parameters g and τ to minimize the energy of
the residual signal.
Our insight is that the residual energy function in Eq. 1 has a
pseudo-convex relationship with g and τ for WiFi style OFDM signals. We omit the mathematics for brevity but note that we can exploit this structure to design a simple gradient descent algorithm to
converge to the optimal delay and attenuation.

3.3.1

Practical Algorithm with QHx220

While a gradient descent algorithm would work well, fine-grained
programmable analog attenuation and delay lines are unfortunately
not typical commodity components and so are expensive. Hence
in our current implementation we have to make do with a component that provides an approximation, the QHx220 noise cancellation chip [11], which prior full duplex designs have used [4, 12].
Since the QHx220 is an active component, we call this cancellation
scheme Balun Active Cancellation.
Figure 7 shows the block diagram of Balun Active Cancellation
with the auto-tuning circuit. The RSSI value provides the residual
signal energy after balun cancellation has subtracted self interference from the received signal. As we can see, the QHx220 does
not actually provide a variable delay. Instead, it takes the input
signal and separates it into an in-phase and quadrature component.
The quadrature component has a fixed delay (τ ) with respect to the
in-phase component. It emulates a variable delay by controlling
the attenuation of the in-phase and quadrature signals (gi and gq ),
adding them to create the output.
For a single frequency, this approach can correctly emulate any
phase. However, for signals with a bandwidth, the fixed delay τ
only matches one frequency. This fixed delay suffers from a similar
bandwidth constraint as antenna cancellation. Prior work also discusses the limitation of the cancellation model used by QHx220 [9].
The goal of the auto-tuning algorithm in this case would be to
find the attenuation factors on both lines such that the QHx220 chip
output is the best approximation of the self interference we need
to cancel from the received signal. Fortunately, we can show that
even with this approximate version, we still retain a psuedo-convex
structure. To see this empirically, we conduct an experiment where
the TX antenna transmits a 10MHz OFDM signal, and we vary the
two attenuations in QHx220. We plot the RSSI output in Fig. 8,
where a deep null exists at the optimal point. Hence we can use
the same gradient descent algorithm for tuning the two attenuation

factors in QHx220, gi and gq . The algorithm works in steps, and
at each step it computes the slope of the residual RSSI curve by
changing gi and gq by a fixed step size. If the new residual RSSI is
lower than before, then it moves to the new settings for the attenuation factors, and repeats the process. If at any point it finds that
the residual RSSI increases, it knows that it is close to the optimal
point. It then reverses direction, reduces the step size and attempts
to converge to the optimal point. The algorithm also checks for
false positives, caused due to noisy minimas. The algorithm is fast;
it typically converges to the minimum in 8 − 15 iterations, depending on the choice of the starting point. An iteration requires 5 measurements, each involving a phase/attenuation adjustment followed
by RSSI sampling.
Caveats: The commodity parts of our prototype introduce a few
limitations. The QHx220 has hardware constraints, such that it
causes non-linear distortion, especially for input powers beyond 40dBm. Hence, cancellation will not be perfect for typical wireless
input powers (0-30dBm). Non-linear distortion also impacts digital
cancellation, as we see in Section 5.1.
Our current implementation uses the QHx220 despite its imperfections because it is inexpensive and easily available. However,
we believe that it is feasible to build a full duplex radio using an
electronically tunable delay and attenuation chipset, since they are
commercially available but just not widely and inexpensively. Furthermore, including them as small parts of a full duplex radio hardware design would not be particularly complex or expensive.

3.4

Digital Cancellation

As Figure 5 shows, a industry-grade balun cancellation circuit
can cancel up to 45dB of a 40MHz signal. But this cancellation
only handles the dominant self-interference component between
the receive and transmit antennas. A node’s self-interference may
have other multipath components, which, although much weaker
than the dominant one, are strong enough to interfere with reception. Furthermore, the balun circuit may distort the cancellation
signal slightly, such that it introduces some interference leakage.
The full duplex radio design uses digital cancellation (DC) to
cancel any residual interference that persists after balun cancellation. Implementing DC for a full duplex radio, however, is more
challenging than other uses of digital cancellation, such as successive interference cancellation (SIC) [8] and ZigZag decoding [7].
Unlike SIC or ZigZag, which use DC to recover packets which
would have otherwise been lost, a full duplex radio uses DC to prevent the loss of packets which a half duplex radio could receive.
While an SIC implementation that recovers 80% of otherwise lost
packets is a tremendous success, a full duplex radio that drops 20%
of packets is barely usable.
To the best of our knowledge, our DC system has three novel
achievements compared to existing software radio implementations
in the literature. First, it is the first real-time cancellation implementation that runs in hardware: this is necessary for the MAC
experiments in Section 5.2. Second, it is the first cancellation implementation that can operate on 10MHz signals. Finally, it is the
first digital cancellation that operates on OFDM signals. For these
reasons, we give a very detailed description of its design and algorithms.
Digital cancellation has two components: estimating the selfinterference channel; and using the channel estimate on the known
transmit signal to generate digital samples to subtract from the received signal.
Channel Estimation: To estimate the channel, the radio uses known
training symbols at the start of a transmitted OFDM packet. It models the combination of the wireless channel and cancellation cir-

Next, the radio applies the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)
to the frequency response to obtain the time domain response of the
channel. Upon transmission, it generates digital samples from the
time domain response and subtracts them from the observed signal.
The time domain response of the self interference channel can be
emulated using a standard finite impulse response (FIR) filter in the
digital domain. Standard FPGA implementations of the FIR filters
are widely available end efficient.
By estimating the frequency response in this way, the least squares
algorithm finds the best fit that minimizes overall residual error.
The algorithm is more robust to noise in samples than prior approaches, such as simple preamble correlation. Furthermore, unlike more complex algorithms such as minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimation, which requires a matrix inversion, least
squares is simple enough to implement in existing software radio
hardware for real-time packet processing.
Applying Digital Cancellation: Next, the radio applies the estimated time domain channel response to the known transmitted
baseband signal and subtracts it from the received digital samples.
To generate these digital samples, the hardware convolves the known
signal with the FIR filter representing the channel. Let s[n] be the
known transmitted digital sample at time n fed into the FIR filter.
The output i[n] of the filter is the linear convolution of ĥs [n] and
s[n]:
i[n] =

N
−1
X

ĥs [k]s[n − k]

k=0

After this step, the radio subtracts the estimates of the transmit
signal from the received samples r[n]:
r̂[n] = r[n] − i[n]
=

N
−1
X

N
−1

X
hd [k]d[n − k] +
hs [k]− ĥs [k] s[n − k]+z[n],

k=0

k=0

where d[n] and hd [n] are the transmitted signal and channel impulse response from the intended receiver, and z[n] is additive white
Gaussian noise.

3.4.1

Efficacy of Digital Cancellation

Channel estimation accuracy significantly affects digital cancellation’s performance. Poor channel estimates can cause the system to generate digital samples different from what the node hears,
such that their subtraction corrupts a received waveform. Accuracy
suffers if there is another interfering transmitter present during the
channel estimation phase. Hence, the MAC protocol must provide
an interference-free period for channel estimation via carrier sense.
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The second factor is the coherence time of the self interference
channel, i.e. the duration over which the channel’s state is stable. A node needs to re-estimate its channel state at a period below the channel coherence time. As we explore in Section 5.1, for
typical static environment, the channel coherence time of the selfinterference channel is on the order of seconds. Hence periodic estimation at roughly every few hundred milliseconds suffices. However, more frequent or sophisticated techniques may be necessary
for highly dynamic mobile environments.
The third and the final factor is possible non-linearities in the
self interference channel. Digital cancellation as presented above
assumes that the self interference can be modeled as an output of a
linear time-invariant system. However, in practice, the balun cancellation step may introduce a non-linear distortion of the transmitted signal which cannot be modeled using an LTI system. As
we’ll show in Section 5.1, active components can introduce nonlinearities, thus constraining the performance of Digital Cancellation.

4.

FULL DUPLEX MAC

The most interesting possible benefits of full duplex occur above
the physical layer. Prior work, for example, argued that MAC layer
techniques that exploit full duplex can mitigate hidden terminals
and improve fairness [4, 13]. However, the lack of a real-time
full duplex MAC layer prevented experimentally evaluating these
claims. In this section, we describe the design and implementation
of a simple full duplex MAC. Later sections evaluate a real-time
full duplex network using this MAC. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first implementation of a full duplex MAC that works in
real-time on real hardware.

4.1

Design

In CSMA/CA, the hidden terminal problem occurs because a
half-duplex receiver cannot inform other nodes of an ongoing reception. Full duplexing naturally mitigates the hidden terminal
problem because the receiver can immediately start a transmission
that also suppresses nearby nodes. Figure 9(a) shows an example.
Node 1 sends a packet to the AP after carrier sense. As soon as
the AP receives the header, it starts a transmission back to Node 1.

Even if Node 2 is hidden to Node 1, it senses the AP’s transmission
and keeps quiet. Thus, in theory, full duplex can prevent hidden
terminal collisions.
Furthermore, when a WLAN network is saturated, a bottleneck
occurs at the AP because it gets the same transmit opportunity as
each client while serving more flows. Full duplexing can remove
this bottleneck, since the AP can transmit whenever a client sends
a packet to it.
Realizing the benefits of full duplexing requires a full duplex
MAC. In a sense, a full duplex PHY creates a parallel channel that
a transmitter can simultaneously receive on. However, the parallel
channel exists only for transmitters for full duplex: signals add up
on other nodes. A full duplex MAC must utilize this rather limited
parallel channel in full.
This paper focuses on the simplest case where two full duplexing
nodes exchange packets. As suggested by Radunovic et al. [13], a
primary transmitter initiates a transmission via standard CSMA/CA.
Once the primary receiver decodes the header of the primary transmission, it can initiate a secondary transmission.
However, the primary and secondary packets are offset in time
and may have different lengths. Therefore, relying solely on data
packets does not completely protect from hidden terminals. As Figure 9(b) shows, the AP’s secondary transmission to Node 1 may
finish before Node 1’s primary transmission to the AP. Node 2 can
transmit and cause a collision when only Node 1 transmits.
Our MAC uses busytones as a way to mitigate this problem.
Whenever a node finishes transmitting a packet before finishing receiving, it transmits a predefined signal until its reception ends. If
a node receives a primary transmission and does not have a corresponding secondary packet to send, it sends the busytone immediately after decoding the header of the primary packet.
Full duplex mitigates hidden terminals, but does not completely
eliminate them. A primary receiver is susceptible to collisions until
it has finished receiving the primary transmission’s packet header.
In 802.11a, for example, this period is ≈ 56µs, much shorter than
a typical data packet.

4.2

Real-Time

The previous section has described the design of a full duplex
MAC protocol. Implementing a real-time MAC protocol, however,
is not trivial: its low latency contraint imposes certain requirements
on the radio hardware. This section focuses on identifying the minimal features that a full duplex MAC requires, and shows how it is
actually implemented.

4.2.1

Challenges

Maximizing the overlap of two transmissions increases throughput and improves collision avoidance. Transmission overlap depends on solving two technical challenges, minimizing secondary
response latency and having transmission flexibility in preloaded
packets.
Secondary response latency: A primary transmission is a “cue”
for the secondary transmission to start. A faster response to this cue
enables a longer overlap of the two transmissions. The earlier the
destination address is in the packet and the faster the hardware can
initiate a secondary transmission, the lower the secondary response
latency becomes.
Flexibility in preloaded packets: Starting a secondary transmission immediately after primary header reception requires having
a packet destined for the primary transmitter already loaded in the
hardware. Having multiple packets loaded increases the probability
of having a packet ready for secondary transmission. This calls for

the radio driver to have per-destination transmission queues, with
the head of each queue preloaded in hardware.
These challenges place requirements on the system hardware.
Specifically, the hardware must notify the start of reception once
the destination address has been decoded, must be able to start a
secondary transmission quickly, and needs enough memory to store
multiple transmit packets.
Typical software-defined radios such as USRP [2] cannot meet
these requirements, due to latency between hardware and the host
PC as well as their need to store packets as digital samples rather
than bits. Off-the-shelf WiFi cards also do not meet the requirements due to the lack of header reception indicators and general
difficulty in programming low-level mechanisms such as backoff
and clear channel assessments.

4.2.2

Implementation

Our full duplex MAC use the WARP V2 platform [1] from Rice
University, which handles physical layer packet processing and latencysensitive MAC operations in a powerful on-board FPGA. The FPGA
can convert packet bits to digital baseband samples on-the-fly, which
enables packets to be stored concisely as bits and incorporating digital cancellation. An on-chip embedded processor implements the
MAC and auto-tuning algorithm in real-time.
Our MAC implementation is based on the OFDM Reference Design v15 [1]. The design uses a WiFi-like packet format and 64subcarrier OFDM physical layer signalling using a 10MHz bandwidth. Each OFDM symbol is 8µs long, thus QPSK modulation
achieves 12Mbps bitrate without any channel coding. The PHY
frame has 32µs preamble, followed by 16µs training sequence, and
24-byte MAC header that is 16µs long.
Primary transmissions use the existing half duplex MAC implementation from the same reference design which mimics 802.11
behavior. For secondary transmissions, the MAC design uses an autoresponder logic, designed for low-latency link-layer ACK transmission. It automatically triggers a secondary transmission if the
node detects a primary transmission addressed to it. A measurement shows that the latency of this logic is 11µs, which results
in the total secondary response latency of 75µs including header
reception latency.
Each node maintains per-destination transmission queues, and
the hardware auto responder logic automatically picks the correct
transmission queue to send a secondary packet from based on the
header of the primary reception. For primary transmissions, the
software maintains a record of the order of arrival of packets from
the host computer for different destinations, and sends packets from
different queues in the same order.

5.

EVALUATION

This section provides experimental results for the performance of
the adaptive full duplex system described in Sections 3 and 4. The
evaluation has two parts: physical layer performance of the cancellation design and effect of a full duplex MAC on hidden terminals
and network fairness.

5.1

Cancellation

We evaluate the cancellation design by measuring how much it
can attenuate the self-interference signal. Unlike the cancellation
results in Section 3.2, which evaluated the performance of the balun
cancellation in isolation, these experiments evaluate the entire radio
design.
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Figure 10: Cancellation performance of balun passive cancellation combined with digital cancellation in a controlled wired
setting, where phase and amplitude are controlled by manually
tuned, precision passive components. Together they cancel 7073 dB of self-interference.

5.1.1

Balun Passive Cancellation

In this section we focus on self interference cancellation obtainable with tunable passive attenuation and delay components. These
components are not electronically programmable: they can only
be controlled manually. Consequently we cannot use the passive
components when balun cancellation needs frequent tuning, such
as wireless channels. We therefore evaluate its performance using a wired setup by connecting the TX and RX antennas using a
wire to simulate a controlled wireless channel. We measure selfinterference cancellation obtained with combinations of balun passive cancellation and digital cancellation. As the passive components are tuned manually, human imprecision makes it unlikely that
the system is at the optimal point: it may be possible to obtain even
stronger cancellation with a programmable passive component.
Figure 10 plots the total cancellation obtained for a 10MHz WiFi
signal with increasing self-interference power. Passive balun cancellation, in agreement from the results in Figure 5, cancels around
45 dB of self interference. Digital cancellation can cancel as much
as 30 dB: this is 10 dB more cancellation over a sixteen times wider
bandwidth, (10 MHz vs 612 kHz), compared to the full duplex approach reported by Duarte et al. [5], which uses two separate TX
chains. The 25-30dB of digital cancellation adds on top of the 4045 dB of balun cancellation to provide a total cancellation of 7073 dB.
We omit plots for digital cancellation alone for brevity, but report
some observations here. Typically, digital cancellation can reduce
self-interference by up to 30dB for lower power signals. The performance of digital cancellation degrades by up to 9 dB at higher
received powers, for example when not using balun cancellation,
due to receiver saturation.
The above setup does not benefit from the self interference reduction from antenna separation between the TX and RX antennas,
because they are connected directly by a low loss wire. In practice with wireless channels, we observe around 40dB of attenuation
(20 cm, 8 inches) from antenna separation with XX dBi antenna.
Combined with the 73dB reduction from balun passive cancellation, the proposed full duplex design could bring down the self interference by up 113 dB. Such cancellation would bring a 20 dBm
transmit signal to -93 dBm, close to the noise floor on commodity
hardware.
In summary, balun passive cancellation in conjunction with digital cancellation can almost perfectly cancel self interference from
wideband signals such as WiFi.

−40

Figure 11: Performance of balun active cancellation with increasing received power. The QHx220 limits the balun circuit
to 30 dB of cancellation at lower powers, and 20 dB at higher
powers. Recall from Figure 5 that with passive components the
balun circuit can cancel 50 dB over 10MHz.
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Figure 12: Real part of the channel estimates for digital cancellation with balun passive and balun active cancellation. The
noise canceler in balun active cancellation introduces nonlinearities leading to invalid estimation.

5.1.2

Balun Active Cancellation

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, active components like QHx220
introduce non-linearities which limit the efficacy of balun and digital cancellation. Figure 11 shows the cancellation achieved with the
combination of balun active and digital cancellation as the transmit power of the self-interfering signal varies. At an input power
of -60 dBm, the circuit can cancel approximately 30 dB. When
combined with antenna separation, this cancellation reduces selfinterference to the noise floor. As input power increases, however, cancellation deteriorates due to the QHx220’s sub-optimal
design. The QHx220 cannot handle a high input power, and beyond a threshold clips and introduces non-linearities. Furthermore,
balun active cancellation reduces the efficacy of digital cancellation because QHx220 introduces non-linearities. Since the digital
cancellation step is trying to model the self-interference channel as
a linear time invariant system, channel estimates are inaccurate and
digital cancellation performance suffers.
Figure 12(a) and 12(b) show the issues the non-linearities introduce in greater detail. They show the channel impulse response estimate after the balun cancellation for both passive and active components. When using passive circuits, the channel estimate contains only a few strong taps with small delays. However, with the
active QHx220 circuit, the channel estimate has a non-trivial value
until the 64th tap, which represents a 1 km long strong multipath
component. Such multipath cannot exist: it is an outcome of linear
estimation of a non-linear channel.
Our prototype’s dependence on commodity parts such as QHx220
limits its effective performance, limits which an ASIC would not
encounter. The results from the previous section suggest that with
the availability of electronically programmable attenuation and delay components, the above limitations can be remedied.
Convergence Time: While the cancellation the system can obtain with QHx220 is limited, we can evaluate how well the auto-
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Figure 14: Performance of balun active cancellation and of digital cancellation over time. Before cancellation, the received
power is -45dBm for the balun active cancellation experiment,
and -58dBm for digital cancellation. Once tuned, the QHx220
settings are stable for over 10 seconds. The 20 dB maximum is
caused by the nonlinearities of the QHx220. Digital cancellation performance, on the other hand deteriorates within a span
of 3-4 seconds and needs more frequent tuning.

tuning algorithm works in terms of convergence time. Each step in
the auto-tuning algorithm measures RSSI for five points along the
residual RSSI curve. Each data point takes 26µs, 10µs to change
the QHx220 settings and 16µs to measure RSSI over two OFDM
symbols. Each iteration therefore takes 130µs. Figure 13 shows
the cumulative distribution of how many iterations the algorithm
takes to converge. The median convergence for the algorithm is 8
steps: the average execution time of the algorithm is approximately
1 ms. Currently we transmit one short (∼64µs) packit for each
RSSI measurement, but the whole process can be fit in one full
packet of ∼1ms duration.

5.1.3
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Figure 14 shows a plot of how auto-tuned balun active cancellation and digital cancellation decays over time in a daytime office wireless environment. While it takes approximately 1 ms to
tune the balun active circuit, this tuning is typically stable for over
10 seconds. Also, the auto-tuning algorithm can run on-demand:
a node should recalibrate when it finds that its noise floor has increased when it starts transmitting a beacon or a data packet.
Looking at digital cancellation, immediately after estimation,
there is a 32 dB reduction in self interference. Performance quickly
degrades over the first two seconds as the channel changes, and after 7 seconds settles at approximately 25 dB. This result makes
sense: unlike calibrating balun cancellation, which is mainly for
the line-of-sight component between the two antennas, digital cancellation is handling varying multipath components. A full duplex
radio needs to recalibrate its digital cancellation much more fre-

Figure 15: Two upstream UDP flows from two hidden terminals to an AP. Full duplexing mitigates collisions due to hidden
terminals.
quently than its balun cancellation. Each recalibration for digital
cancellation takes only a few OFDM symbols.

5.2

MAC performance

The previous section proves full duplex feasibility with real-time
self interference cancellation over wideband WiFi signals. This
section shows that full duplex radios can help solve long standing
problems in WiFi MAC. Specifically we focus on the hidden terminal and fairness problems.

5.2.1

Hidden Terminals

We setup the following hidden terminal experiment. An AP node
is in the middle of 2 nodes which are hidden to each other. Both
nodes constantly try to send UDP data to the AP. There is no downstream traffic from the AP to the nodes. The hidden terminal effect
causes packets to collide at the AP, thus causing link layer failures.
Since all traffic is unidirectional, full duplex does not increase the
capacity in this scenario.
Figure 15 shows the effect of using a full duplex AP in preventing hidden terminals. Both flows maintain a fair throughput until
the data load becomes 2Mbps for each flow. At the load of 2Mbps,
the PRR for half duplex drops to 52.7%, but full duplex maintains
a PRR of 83.4%. Excluding the effect of inherent link losses, full
duplex prevents 88% of collision losses because the busy tone of
full duplex prevents hidden terminals.
As the data load reaches 4Mbps, the total load exceeds the link
capacity. In this case, half duplex cannot maintain both flows due
to heavy collisions. The effect can be seen in fairness, which starts
to collapse for half duplex. Because there is only one dominant
flow active, PRR and throughput for half duplex start to increase.
Full duplex does not perfectly prevent hidden terminal collisions
because secondary transmissions start only after header reception.
We can see this effect at the data load of 4Mbps, where the PRR
of full duplex decreases to 68.3%. Header reception in our PHY
reference design takes longer than typical 802.11 PHY, thus we expect the collision avoidance performance of full duplex to be better
with 802.11.

5.2.2

Fairness

Table 1 shows experimental results when an AP is connected to
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Half Duplex
Full Duplex

5.18
5.97

2.36
4.99

Fairness
(JFI)
0.845
0.977

Table 1: Throughput and fairness for four bi-directional UDP
flows between an AP and four clients without hidden terminals. Full duplexing helps improve the fairness in Wi-Fi like
networks.
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four clients. All nodes are within the carrier sense range of each
other, thus removing hidden terminal effects. Each node makes
a bidirectional UDP flow to the AP, making 8 active UDP flows,
each with 3Mbps load. The fairness index is computed over the
individual throughput of 8 flows.
With half duplex, when traffic is saturated, the AP gets the same
share of the channel as all other nodes. However, the AP potentially
has four times the traffic as any other node, since it is sending traffic to all four nodes. Consequently downstream flows may get an
unfairly low share of the channel if the network is fully congested.
In our experiment however, we see that the downstream flows do
manage to get higher throughput than what we theoretically expect. The reason is that the data load of each flow is 3Mbps, which
is lower than the link capacity of around 8Mbps. Consequently, we
sometimes have nodes with empty transmit queues that don’t contend for the channel, thereby leaving a larger share of the channel
for downstream traffic compared to the theoretical throughput limit
of C/(n + 1), where n denotes the number of clients and C the
network capacity.
Since the traffic load is bidirectional, it is trivial that full duplex gets higher throughput than half duplex. However, what is
interesting is how full duplex distributes the additional throughput.
With full duplex, whenever the AP gets an upstream packet from
any node, it is able to send a downstream packet to the same node,
thus achieving fairness between upstream and downstream flows.
Therefore, full duplex improves the downstream throughput 111%,
while the upstream throughput increases only by 15%.
In theory, full duplex should increase the overall throughput by
a factor of two, while the results show only a 45% overall increase.
The reason is the limited queue sizes at the AP to send to the wireless clients. Each node can queue 16 packets that come from a host
via Ethernet. Due to bursty traffic, sometimes the queue at the AP
does not have packets for all clients. If the AP receives a primary
transmission from a client and the AP has no packets to respond,
the AP loses an opportunity for secondary TX, decreasing throughput. Looking at one of the logs verifies this, where it shows that the
AP is able to exploit secondary transmissions for only 52% of the
primary receptions.

6.

COMPARISON WITH MIMO

The performance evaluation in the previous section shows the
clear benefits of the full duplex in the MAC performance. Can the
proposed full duplex also provide any gain over the half duplex in
terms of the PHY-layer throughput? In particular, balun cancellation requires two antennas and can double the throughput. However, with the same resource, one can build a half duplex multiinput multi-output (MIMO) system which achieves the same gain.
This raises a natural question: under what conditions might a wireless system benefit more from one technique or the other?
If all communication is in one direction, then MIMO performs
better, as it doubles the throughput of a single direction. If com-
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Figure 16: Capacity comparison of the proposed full duplex
system and the 2 × 2 MIMO half duplex system
munication is bidirectional, however, the tradeoff is less clear. This
section aims to provide some insight on the tradeoffs between half
duplex MIMO and full duplex in terms of information theoretic
channel capacity under different conditions.
For analyzing the capacity of both a 2x2 MIMO channel and a
full duplex channel, we consider the simplest case of 2 nodes trying
to constantly send data to each other. Both nodes have 2 antennas
that can be used for transmit or receive. We compare the case when
the nodes use the two antennas to implement a 2x2 MIMO system
vs implement a full duplex system.
We make two assumptions in this comparison namely:
• A wireless node has the same power constraint during transmission regardless of its duplex mode. This means that a half
duplex node cannot double its transmit power even though
it remains silent half of the time (compared to the full duplex node which always transmits). This is a more practical
condition since FCC regulations and circuit limitations on
transmit power restrict the maximum power coming out of
a single device regardless of the duplex mode, making it infeasible to perform such power pulling across time for half
duplex nodes. Under this assumption, a 2x2 MIMO system
is able to use the maximum power of only a single node at
a given time, since only one of two communicating nodes
can transmit at a given time. On the other hand, with full
duplexing, the system can use the maximum power of both
communicating nodes at the same time, thus allowing the use
of more total power in system.
• The transmitter knows the state of the wireless channel from
itself to the receiver perfectly. For a MIMO system, this
increases the capacity by allowing an additional transmitter
processing technique, called MIMO precoding. In case of
full-duplexing, if both the nodes know the channels between
all the antenna pairs, they can agree on the best transmitreceive antenna pair to maximize the sum capacity in both
directions. This assumption is valid for most new wireless
systems, like 802.11n and LTE, which use periodic feedback
to inform the transmitter about the channel state.
Figure 16 shows the 10%-outage capacity of the wireless link
for 2x2 MIMO half duplex vs full duplex for different levels of
self-interference cancellation performance. The performance of the
self-interference cancellation is modeled in terms of the SNR loss
due to residual self-interference compared to half duplex. The details of channel capacity analysis for full duplex and 2x2 MIMO

7.

DISCUSSION

A balun cancellation-based full duplex radio, while an important
step forward, leaves several open questions and new possibilities
and future research. This section briefly discusses some of them.
RF Engineering One issue that comes up numerous times in
the design is the sensitivity and precision of the components used
in cancellation. For example, one early design of the balun circuit had a much less even frequency response, shown in Figure 17.
This uneven response was partially from RF echoes in the balun
board and placed an upper bound on the maximum cancellation
possible. Consider the precision involved: canceling 50 dB of selfinterference requires that the inverted signal be within 10−5 of the
reference signal, or 99.999% accurate. These accuracies are clearly
possible – a small group of researchers were able to achieve them
with commodity components. The practical limitations of balun
cancellation remain an open question: if engineered as carefully as
mobile phones, for example, much greater cancellation may be pos-
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half duplex, and the formal definition of the outage capacity are
presented in Appendix A.
The figure shows that at low SNR, MIMO half duplex outperforms full duplex. This result is expected with the diversity gains
in MIMO helping its performance for lower SNR values. However, at higher SNRs, full duplex achieves higher average capacity
as long as the SNR loss remains below 1.5 dB. While surprising at
a first glance, we can see that such gain actually comes from the
power constraint per device allowing full duplex to use twice as
much energy use per unit time as compared to MIMO half duplex.
Knowing channel state information in practice means different
things for a full duplex system and a MIMO system. Channel state
information in the full duplex setup allows the system to adaptively
pick one of its antennas for transmit, rather than always using the
same transmit antenna. This means that a full duplex system only
requires a one bit feedback from receiver to transmitter for the full
duplex system to exploit some gains of channel state knowledge at
the transmitter. MIMO systems, on the other hand, require at least
a few bits of feedback to program transmit pre-coders for achieving
near-optimal performance [10].
Although not discussed in this section, we have also analyzed the
case when the transmitter does not have any information about the
state of the wireless channel. Without channel state, the transmitter
cannot change its rate in response to channel changes and should
fix its rate in advance. In this case, MIMO half duplex outperforms
full duplex over the entire SNR range even under ideal cancellation.
The spatial diversity of the MIMO system improves the reliability
of the wireless channel, thus improving performance for this case.
However, having no channel state information may not be a practical scenario for current multi-antenna systems, which always use
some form of state feedback for rate adaptation.
This section shows that for different channel conditions the performance of full duplex can exceed or lag behind the performance
of a similarly resourced 2x2 MIMO system. Interestingly, on top
of its superior MAC performance, it is shown that full duplex can
also provide better PHY performance at high SNRs.
More importantly, this evaluation shows that MIMO half duplex and full duplex offer their respective advantages under different scenarios: robustness in low SNR scenarios using MIMO,
and higher efficiency with full duplex under high SNR. Thus, high
performing systems can adopt a hybrid of the two modes depending on the instantaneous channel conditions and the availability of
channel state at the transmitter. A significant question going forward is whether full duplex can be combined with MIMO systems.
If so, this raises an interesting and new degree of freedom.

Self interference
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Figure 17: Frequency response of a previous version of our
balun circuit. The frequency selective mismatch, caused by
poor layout, prevented balun cancellation beyond 25 dB.

sible. The need for in-line high-precision attenuation and delay circuits may introduce additional, practical challenges: the QHx220
is a poor substitute.
Asymmetric Traffic Handling in MAC Our current MAC design only sends one secondary packet for a primary packet. However, for asymmetric traffic like TCP, multiple short packets can be
transmitted while receiving one long packet. Exploring the effect
on the TCP layer may be an interesting future work. More generally, efficiently utilizing the additional capacity of the secondary
channel, rather than wasting it with busy tones, is an open question.
In-Packet Channel Estimation The current full duplex prototype uses periodic sounding packets for tuning the cancellation
mechanisms. This method would suffice for a network with static
or slowly moving nodes. For more dynamic environments, the
channel state can change very quickly, requiring very frequent estimation updates. Using in-packet techniques to update channel
estimates on a per-packet basis can address this challenge.
Half Duplex Compatibility One interesting question going forward is how full duplex systems can be incrementally deployed.
For example, while the full duplex system presented does not preclude coexistence with existing half duplex systems, secondary transmissions need to know whether the primary is full duplex capable, otherwise there may be poor interactions with link layer retry
counts. Or perhaps secondary transmissions should be considered
as simple opportunistic receptions.

8.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents design for a full duplex radio based on a
novel cancellation technique called balun cancellation. Unlike prior
designs, balun cancellation can work on wideband, high power signals, such that it is possible to build full duplex 802.11n devices.
These devices can automatically tune their cancellation circuits and
so operate in dynamic environments. The paper describes the implementation of a full duplex prototype that uses an 802.11-like
OFDM link layer which can operate in real time. Using this prototype, it evaluates a full duplex MAC layer, validating prior hypotheses that full duplex can prevent many hidden terminals and
improve wireless LAN fairness.
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APPENDIX
A.

CAPACITY ANALYSIS

We investigate the information theoretic channel capacity of the
full duplex with balun cancellation and the 2x2 MIMO half duplex.
A simple frequency flat block fading model is considered to highlight the underlying tradeoff between each duplex mode.

A.1

System Model

Consider a point-to-point link between two nodes A and B. Each
node has two antennas. The channel between the nodes is specified
by a 2 × 2 matrix H where (i, j)-th element of H, denoted by hij ,
corresponds to the channel gain from the j-th antenna in node A
to the i-th antenna in node B. For example, h1,2 is the channel
between antenna 1 of A and antenna 2 of B. Each hij is assumed
to be an i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean
and unit variance, i.e. Rayleigh fading, and remain the same for a
given communication interval of T .

For full duplex, we model the effect of the residual self interference after all cancellation as an relative SNR loss β ≥ 1. β = 1
implies an ideal full duplex system that cancels self interference
perfectly, while β = 2 raises the noise floor by 3 dB.
Given a communication interval of T , each MIMO half duplex
node exclusively occupies T2 , while full duplex nodes can transmit
simultaneously over entire T . We do not consider inter-packet intervals or MAC backoff. This benefits MIMO because these “dead”
periods do not overlap, unlike in a full duplex system.
We assume the same average transmit power P for both duplex
modes, but the average is taken over their respective duration when
the node is actively transmitting, i.e. T2 for half duplex and T for
full duplex. This means that we do not allow a half duplex node to
double its power during transmission even though it remains silent
the other half of the time. In practice, this can be more realistic
assumption in the sense that such power pulling across time may
not be feasible for power amplifiers with fixed dynamic range. Note
that under this assumption, each half duplex node spends P · ( T2 ) +
0·( T2 ) = P ·( T2 ) amount of energy over the communication interval
of T while each full duplex node can use twice more energy, P · T ,
to increase its data rate.

A.2

Capacity Analytical Formulation

We investigate the capacity of the two modes in two different settings depending on the availability of the channel state information
at the transmitter (CSIT). Let ρ = σP2 denote the average received
SNR at the receiver for a given average transmit power P and the
noise variance at the receiver σ 2 . From [16], given a MIMO channel H, the capacity in bps/Hz without CSIT is:
(w/o CSIT)
Chd
(H, ρ) =

2
X

C

ρ
2

i=1

λi



while capacity with CSIT is
(CSIT)
Chd
(H, ρ) =

max
P
Pi : i Pi ≤P

2
X
i=1

C(ρ

Pi
λi ),
P

where C(x) := log2 (1 + x) and λi is the i-th largest eigenvalue of
HHH . For the half duplex, the sum capacity of the two nodes over
(.)
(.)
T is Chd-sum
(H, ρ) = Chd
(H, ρ) since each node uses the channel
half of the time, and the channel capacity in both direction is the
same from the reciprocity of the channel.
For a full duplex system without CSIT, we assume without loss
of generality that each node uses the first antenna as its transmit
antenna. Then, the sum capacity is the sum of the capacity of two
independent SISO channels:
(w/o CSIT)
Cfd-sum
(H, ρ) =

2
X
i=1


C


ρ
|hiī |2 ,
β

where ī = {1, 2} − i. When CSIT is available, the sum capacity of
the full duplex system is

!
2
X
ρ
(CSIT)
(w/o CSIT)
2
Cfd-sum (H, ρ) = max Cfd-sum (H, ρ) ,
C
|hii |
,
β
i=1
where the sum capacity gain from the max(·, ·) operation is due to
the adaptive transmit antenna selection based on CSIT.
Finally, the performance metric used for measuring the capacity
of the wireless link is the 10% outage capacity. In practice, this
measure gives the capacity of the link such that it achieves a PRR
of 90%. The -outage capacity is defined as
Coutage ()(ρ) = max {r ≥ 0|Pr {C(H, ρ) ≤ r} ≤ }

